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Manor Primary School 

Computing Year 1: Starting Research (Strand – Digital Research & Info…Info…) 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will Children develop understanding of researching using both digital and non-digital sources, understanding they need to check what they discover.  They use charts, graphs and mind 

maps to present the results of their research. 

 

Core Aims  

To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

To make links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both 

natural and artificial systems.  

To ensure pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems 

work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

To equip pupils are use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  

To ensure that pupils become digitally literate  

To be able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through, information and 

communication technology  at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

Pupils should be taught  

To use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content 

To recognise common uses of information technology beyond school 

use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for 

help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online 

technologies. 

National Curriculum Guidance  

1.iv Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content  

1.v Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school  

1.vi Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other 

online technologies.  
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Expectations 

 To know that information can come from many different sources, both digital and non-digital. 

 To understand that the World Wide Web holds huge amounts of information and each website has a unique name and address.  

 To understand that there are tools which can help locate information in a digital resource.   

 To understand that selecting appropriate keywords is essential in finding specific information.   

 To know that anyone can put information on the World Wide Web and that it may not be true.  

 To understand that we can use technology to help us present the results of digital searching. 

 To understand that mind maps help organise information.  

 To understand that objects have specific properties or characteristics and we use these to organise them.    

 To understand that they own the materials they create and that digital resources they find are likely to be owned by someone else.   

 To talk about the choices they have made, revisiting and refining their work in the light of the comments and suggestions.  

 To logon on, ideally to their own space on school network 

 To save, locate and edit work using their space on school network. 

 To use technology safely and increasingly respectfully.    

To know to tell a trusted adult if some technology makes them feel uncomfortable or worried. 

 

Recurring Objectives 

To understand that they own the materials they create and that digital resources they find are likely to be owned by someone else 

To talk about the choices they have made, revisiting and refining their work in the light of the comments and suggestions from peers. 

To logon on, ideally to their own area on the school system, with increasing independence.  

To be able to save, locate and edit work using their space on the school network, understanding how and when to print. 

To use technology safely and increasingly respectfully.  

To know to tell a trusted adult if some technology makes them feel uncomfortable or worried. 

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To know that information can come from many different sources, 

both digital and non-digital. 

Information 

The children are to explore different sources (both digital and non-digital) and consider how they could be used to find information.  
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Allow the children to talk about the differences (for example between finding a book in the school library and locating a useful website).   

Children are to share and compare their experiences of finding information both in and out of school.  Children to compare the value of 

different information source and explain their choices for research 

To understand that the World Wide Web holds huge amounts of 

information. 

To understand that each website has a unique name and address.  

Websites 

Get the children to share what they know about the World Wide Web. Explain how the WWW holds huge amounts of information 

about a massive range of topics and each website we visit has a unique name and address.  

Get the children to review some common website address suffixes and their meaning, for example .co.uk .sch.uk .com etc.  

Get the children to use website addresses, shortcuts and/or favourites to access specific sites.  

Children are to Share their opinions of the sites explored 

To understand that there are tools which can help locate 

information in a digital resource.s 

Locating information 

Share with the children different tools which can help people locate information within a digital resource, including: 

- Buttons  

- Icons 

- Hyperlinks and hotspot 

- Menus 

 

Children are to explore these within specific appropriate digital resources using them to locate information 

To understand that selecting appropriate keywords is essential in 

finding specific information.  

Research – Using Keywords 

Discuss with the children the importance of selecting appropriate keywords when trying to find specific information.  

Get the children to identify possible keywords needed to carry out research around a class topic (link to other areas of the curriculum). 

Children to then use these keywords to find information within appropriate digital and non-digital resources.  

Share the information found and review the appropriateness of the keywords in the light of this 

To know that anyone can put information on the World Wide 

Web and that it may not be true.  

Research - reliability 

Explain to the children that anyone can put information on the World Wide Web and that this means it may not be true. 

Allow the children to talk about ways in which we can check the information we find with another source.  

Children are to carry out some simple research to answer a specific question using a range of given sources (specific websites, non-digital 

sources, interviewing people etc.). Then compare and collate the information as a group or a class. Combine information from different 

sources 
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To understand that we can use technology to help us present the 

results of digital searching.  

Presenting Information 

Share with the children that we can use technology to help us present the results of digital searching.  

Children to try a range of different ways to present their information eg. producing a recording, a drawing, or simple text and images to 

present the information from their research. 

To understand that mind maps help organise information.  Presenting Information - Mindmap 

Get the children to consider why we would use a mindmap to help organise information. Children are to use simple mind mapping tools 

to draw together and organise ideas and information related to a topic. 

To understand that we can organise objects using specific 

properties or characteristics.   

Presenting Information – Sorting Diagram 

Introduce the children to sorting diagrams that we can organise objects using specific properties or characteristics.   

Children to use simple tools including Venn and Carroll diagrams and tables to organise, group or sort objects according to their 

properties or characteristics 

Independent task  any open-ended activity (2-3 sessions) enabling the children to demonstrate their 

computing capability around the knowledge and understanding provided in the term 

 To use digital tools to create a picture linked to a curriculum theme (story, poem, rhyme, song explanation etc.) for example in groups a story book 

 To use digital tools to create text which communicates meaning, related to their picture 

 To create a digital recording related to their picture 

 To share their work with others thinking about how they might change or improve it and talking about the tools in the software which they chose to use. 

 

Other considerations: 

• Does the task provide for children to work at different levels? 

• Is there support available for children to select if they wish?   

• Are there opportunities for the children to review and develop their work?  

• Is there an opportunity for the children to evaluate the finished task? 

 

A1 Building Blocks for (Strand – Digital Research & Info…Info…) 

 I can logon to the network 

 I can access work on the network and save in a prepared folder 

 I Know that information comes from different sources  
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 I Know that you can find information on the World Wide Web 

 I can Explore information from a range of sources 

 I can use digital tools to create a picture linked to a curriculum theme  

 I can use digital tools to create text which communicates meaning, related to my picture 

 I can create a digital recording related to their picture 

 I am aware that anyone can put information on the internet and that it may not be true 

 I can use simple software to explore ideas and organise information  

 I know who to talk to if any technology or online system makes them feel worried or uncomfortable 

 I can use technology safely and sensibly 

 I know how I can use technology in and beyond school 
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Manor Primary School 

Computing Year 2 Visual Information (StrandInfo….Info….) 
 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will investigate how we derive information from the world around us, including both digital and non-digital sources.  They use datalogging devices to explore environmental conditions 

and organise objects using branching databases.  They compare the ways in which people and computer programs might sort such objects. 

 

Core Aims  

To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

To make links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both 

natural and artificial systems.  

To ensure pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems 

work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

To equip pupils are use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  

To ensure that pupils become digitally literate  

To be able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and 

communication technology at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

Pupils should be taught  

 understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices; 

and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions 

 use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital 

content recognise common uses of information technology beyond school 

 use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where 

to go for help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the 

internet or other online technologies. 

National Curriculum Guidance 

1.iii Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs  

1.iv Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content  

1.v Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school  

1.vi Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when   they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other 

online technologies.  
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Expectations 

 To understand information exists in many different forms.   

 To understand that information in graphs can be simpler to understand than words and numbers. 

 To understand that the tools within graphing software can be used to present detailed information clearly.  

 To understand that mistakes are easy to make when gathering and recording information.   

 To be aware of how technology can be used to show changes in environmental conditions.  

 To use a simple datalogger to gather live data. Know that the software creates a graphic representation of the data, which provides information.  Draw some simple conclusions   

 To understand how objects can be sorted according to a property.  

 To understand that yes/no questions can provide useful information and can help us make decisions.  Develop an algorithm using a repeat.    

 To understand that branching databases can be used to organise objects and to identify them using yes/no questions.  

 To understand computers use repeated processes to sort objects.   

 To talk about the choices they made, revisiting and refining their work in the light of the comments and suggestions from peers.  

 To logon on, ideally to their own space on school network 

 To save, locate and edit work using their space on school network. 

 To use technology safely and increasingly respectfully.  

 To know to tell a trusted adult if any technology makes them feel uncomfortable or worried. 

 

 

 

Recurring Objectives 

To talk about the choices they have made, revisiting and refining their work in the light of the comments and suggestions from peers. 

To logon on, ideally to their own space on the school network, with increasing independence. 

To be able to save, locate and edit work using their space on the school network, understanding how and when to print. 

To use technology safely and increasingly respectfully.  

To know to tell a trusted adult if any technology makes them feel uncomfortable or worried. 

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  
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To understand that information exists in many different forms.  Share and 

compare different ways (still/moving image, number, word, sound, light, 

movement etc.) that technology can “tell us things” or convey information. 

Discuss how different technology can be helpful in providing information in 

a range of situations, or for people with different needs. Generate a sign or 

label to convey information, considering whether everyone can understand 

the sign/label. 

To understand that information exists in many different forms.  Share and compare different ways (still/moving image, 

number, word, sound, light, movement etc.) that technology can “tell us things” or convey information. Discuss how 

different technology can be helpful in providing information in a range of situations, or for people with different needs. 

Generate a sign or label to convey information, considering whether everyone can understand the sign/label. 

To understand that information in graphs (e.g. pictograms, bar charts etc.) 

can be simpler to understand than words and numbers.  Consider how 

graphs are used in the wider world to share information visually and simply.  

Use a range of simple graphs linked to a curriculum area to make general 

statements and answer simple questions.  Explain their reasons for choosing 

a specific graph type to represent different sets of data.   

 

To understand that information in graphs (e.g. pictograms, bar charts etc.) can be simpler to understand than words and 

numbers.  Consider how graphs are used in the wider world to share information visually and simply.  Use a range of simple 

graphs linked to a curriculum area to make general statements and answer simple questions.  Explain their reasons for 

choosing a specific graph type to represent different sets of data.   

 

To understand that the tools within graphing software can be used to present 

detailed information clearly. Present various sets of information as 

pictograms and bar charts, beginning to include titles, labels on scales, etc 

 

To understand that the tools within graphing software can be used to present detailed information clearly. Present various 

sets of information as pictograms and bar charts, beginning to include titles, labels on scales, etc 

 

To understand that mistakes are easy to make when gathering and recording 

information.  Check the information in simple graphs for mistakes. Think 

about the advantages and disadvantages of using technology for graphing. 

 

To understand that mistakes are easy to make when gathering and recording information.  Check the information in simple 

graphs for mistakes. Think about the advantages and disadvantages of using technology for graphing. 

 

To be aware of how technology can be used to show changes in 

environmental conditions. Consider how this technology is used in the wider 

world. Use a simple datalogger to observe changes in classroom sound or 

light levels and note how this changing data is displayed. Make statements 

based on the data in the graphs 

 

To be aware of how technology can be used to show changes in environmental conditions. Consider how this technology is 

used in the wider world. Use a simple datalogger to observe changes in classroom sound or light levels and note how this 

changing data is displayed. Make statements based on the data in the graphs 

 

To use a simple datalogger to gather live data.  Know that the software 

creates a graphic representation of the data, which provides information.  

To use a simple datalogger to gather live data.  Know that the software creates a graphic representation of the data, which 

provides information.  Draw some simple conclusions.  Compare a datalogging line graphs to other graph types 
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Draw some simple conclusions.  Compare a datalogging line graphs to other 

graph types 

 

 

To understand how objects can be sorted according to a property. Carry out 

a simple sorting activity using physical objects. As a class, discuss how a 

computer might carry out this task. Play being a computer, carrying out a 

repeated sort activity. (For example, for each object the computer would ask 

the key question and then organise that object into one of the two groups.) 

 

To understand how objects can be sorted according to a property. Carry out a simple sorting activity using physical objects. 

As a class, discuss how a computer might carry out this task. Play being a computer, carrying out a repeated sort activity. 

(For example, for each object the computer would ask the key question and then organise that object into one of the two 

groups.) 

 

To understand that yes/no questions can provide useful information and can 

help us make decisions.  Play yes/no questioning games to identify objects 

(for example twenty questions).  Develop an algorithm using a repeat to 

carry out a yes/no questioning process.  (For example, take an object and ask 

yes/no questions until it is uniquely identified.  Repeat the process for 

another object.)   

 

To understand that yes/no questions can provide useful information and can help us make decisions.  Play yes/no 

questioning games to identify objects (for example twenty questions).  Develop an algorithm using a repeat to carry out a 

yes/no questioning process.  (For example, take an object and ask yes/no questions until it is uniquely identified.  Repeat the 

process for another object.)   

 

To understand that branching databases can be used to organise objects and 

to identify them using yes/no questions. As a class, use software to create a 

branching database linked to a topic and use to identify a set of objects.  

Together, review the questions they have used and consider how they could 

be improved. 

 

To understand that branching databases can be used to organise objects and to identify them using yes/no questions. As a 

class, use software to create a branching database linked to a topic and use to identify a set of objects.  Together, review the 

questions they have used and consider how they could be improved. 

 

To understand that computers use repeated processes to sort objects.  Look at 

some other branching database and identify the repeat process as the yes/no 

questioning.  Use a branching database, independently, to sort and identify 

objects related to an area of learning. 

 

To understand that computers use repeated processes to sort objects.  Look at some other branching database and identify the 

repeat process as the yes/no questioning.  Use a branching database, independently, to sort and identify objects related to an 

area of learning. 

 

Independent task (2-3 sessions) enabling the children to demonstrate their computing capability around the knowledge and understanding provided in the term 

o Use appropriate software to organise some existing data in a simple pictogram/chart.  Use this to make some general statements about the data. 
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o Use a branching database to identify specific objects.  

o Suggestive a “better” alternative for one of the questions in the branching database. 

 

Other considerations: 

• Does the task provide for children to work at different levels? 

• Is there support available for children to select if they wish?   

• Are there opportunities for the children to review and develop their work?  

• Is there an opportunity for the children to evaluate the finished task? 

 

 

A2 Building Blocks for Getting Creative Visual Information (Strand Info….Info….) 
 

 I  Know that work is stored on the school network; be able to logon to it; be aware of some of the areas on the network 

 I can save and retrieve work in prepared folders on the network; generally use suitable file names  

 I understand technology can capture environmental data; record data using sensors and/or dataloggers  

 I can record specific information using cameras and microscopes 

 I can use pictograms, bar charts and branching databases to organise and classify information for a purpose 

 I understand that there are different types of questions. 

 I can use and refine yes/no questions to identify objects 

 I can share my  work with others; begin to use feedback and self-review to improve their work  

 I can keep personal information safe; do not share such details online 

 I can use tools from a limited range, to organise their information 

 I understand the need to use technology safely and respectfully 

 I can talk about my use of technology at home and school 
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Manor Primary School 

Computing Year 3 

Developing Communication (Strand Create & Digital Communication) 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will use online communication tools such as email, blogs and discussion forums to support collaborative learning, safely and respectfully. They use simple sound editing software to 

record and manipulate sound clips.   

Core Aims  

To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

To make links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both 

natural and artificial systems.  

To ensure pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems 

work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

To equip pupils are use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  

To ensure that pupils become digitally literate  

To be able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and 

communication technology at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

Pupils should be taught  

 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or 

simulating 

 physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms 

of input 

 and output 

 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and 

correct errors 

 in algorithms and programs 

National Curriculum Guidance 

2.iv  understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide multiple services, such as the world wide web; and the opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration  

2.vi  select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, 

including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information  

2.vii  use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact. 
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Expectations 

 To review electronic communications used at home/ school.  Explore style, language and format considering how these meet the audience and purpose. 

 To understand that electronic communications require connections between devices to enable the sending and receiving of data in various forms.   

 To use a safe online environment to communicate, using appropriate language and style. Use email for messages.  Add attachments, maintain contacts. 

 To collaborate using a safe and appropriate online environment, using language/style appropriate for the purpose and audience.  

 To consider how sound can be recorded and manipulated to communicate meaning and/or atmosphere. 

 To understand that sound-editing software can be used to capture, import and manipulate sounds. 

 To understand how software can be used to organise and modify sounds. Produce a sound recording. 

 Use appropriate file-naming conventions and understandable folder structure to save, organise and retrieve their work. 

 To take an active role in using electronic communication safely and responsibly. 

 To be aware that many online games include chat facilities; use with care, protect identity; only talk to those they know. 

 To understand the need to seek consent before capturing and/or using sounds created by others. 

To understand the school’s eSafety rules and to know what to do in the event of an incident at home or school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recurring Objectives 

Use appropriate file-naming conventions and understandable folder structure to save, organise and retrieve their work 

To take an active role in using electronic communication safely and responsibly, including thinking before you post, keeping personal information/ passwords private; and protecting and respecting each 

other. 

To be aware that many online games include chat facilities; to use these with care, protect their identity and only talk to those they know from home or school. 

To understand the need to seek consent before capturing and/or using sounds created by others 

To understand the school’s eSafety rules and to know what to do in the event of an incident at home or school. 
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Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To review different electronic communication technologies used at home and 

school.   Explore the style, language and format used in different forms of 

electronic communication. Consider how these meet the needs of the selected 

audience and purpose.  

 

 

To understand that digital communications systems require a network 

connecting devices in order to send and receive various forms of data (voice, 

image, word etc.). Investigate, at a simple level, the technology used to send 

or receive a digital communication (for example using devices on a WIFI 

network, or a mobile or landline phone network). Role-play sending a 

message across a network from a sender to different recipients 

 

 

To understand how the internet is a network which provides ways of 

communicating with others, and the need to use this tool safely, responsibly 

and respectfully.  Use a school-based email to communicate with others, 

using language and style appropriate for the purpose and audience. (Include 

using attachments and maintaining a set of contacts.)  

 

 

To use an online environment safely and appropriately to collaborate with 

others, including:  

o contributing to a school/class blog 

o writing an individual blog and posting 

comments on others’ blogs  

o engaging in a class discussion using an online 

discussion forum 

Discuss how blogs differ from using online chat rooms.  Consider how to act 

safely and respectfully in all online environments. Add appropriate pictures 

to a blog.  
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To understand that sound can be recorded and manipulated to communicate 

meaning and/or atmosphere.  Listen to sound recordings which have been 

changed in some way (reversed, speeded up, repeated, changed in pitch etc.).  

Consider how this changes the impact of the message/atmosphere. Open an 

existing sound clip within sound editing software and explore the different 

effects. 

 

 

 

To understand that sound-editing software can be used to capture, import 

and manipulate sounds. Capture and/or import sounds into sound editing 

software and use the software to: 

o Layer 

o Order 

o Copy/cut/paste 

o Add simple effects 

Explore how sounds can be faded in and out. 

To understand how software can be used to organise and modify sounds.  

Experiment with basic sound editing tools and techniques, to produce a 

simple sound recording for example a narrated short story or poem with 

music and/or simple sound effects. Script their sound recording, planning 

where the music/sound effects will be introduced. 

 

Independent task (2-3 sessions) enabling the children to demonstrate their computing capability around the knowledge and understanding provided in the term 

o Create a sound project for a given audience/purpose.   

o Share their work via email, blog or other digital communication tool.  

o Evaluate their completed task. 

 

Other considerations: 

• Does the task provide for children to work at different levels? 

• Is there support available for children to select if they wish?   
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• Are there opportunities for the children to review and develop their work?  

• Is there an opportunity for the children to evaluate the finished task? 

 

 

 

A3 Building Blocks for Developing Communication (Strand Digital Communication & Create) 

 I can discuss how we use technology for digital communication 

 I can use email and blogging tools appropriately, including maintaining their own blog and commenting on others’ blogs 

 I can explain differences between email and blogging; begin to compare with other tools 

 I can capture digital sound and use sound editing tools to produce sound clips for a purpose 

 I can use a range of approaches to engage the audience 

 I can review, check and evaluate their work, modifying it in light of comments from others 

 I can explain how their choices or decisions help them solve problems in their work 

 I can save and organise my work in folders on the network; use appropriate file names  

 I can demonstrate understanding of the school’s eSafety rules; respect copyright ensuring they do not share personal data online 

 I can demonstrate my  understanding of copyright and ownership by appropriate use in their work 

 I regularly use technology safely and responsibly  

 I Know who to talk to if they have an eSafety problem 
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Manor Primary School 

Computing Year 4 

Programming & Games (eWorlds) 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will explore simulations, explaining how these are structured and some of the programming needed.  They decompose tasks and create and debug algorithms to solve them, 

understanding how algorithms support the programming process.  They write programs to achieve specific objectives, understanding and using sequence, selection and repetition.  They test, debug and 

refine their programs 

Core Aims  

To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

To make links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both 

natural and artificial systems.  

To ensure pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems 

work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

To equip pupils are use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  

To ensure that pupils become digitally literate  

To be able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and 

communication technology at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

Pupils should be taught  

 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or 

simulating 

 physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms 

of input 

 and output 

 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and 

correct errors 

 in algorithms and programs 
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National Curriculum Guidance 

2.i Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts  

2.ii Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms of input and output  

2.iii Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs  

2.vi Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, 

including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information  

2.vii Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

Expectations 

 To understand that simulations provide environments which mimic situations in the real world.   

 To understand that we use logical reasoning within simulations to support successful outcomes.  Compare simulations. 

 To understand that simulations are programmed to allow user choice to change outcomes. Show this in a simulation diagram.  

 To understand that algorithms enable us to design the steps of a process before writing a computer program.  

 To understand that a program is an instruction sequence written in a programming language designed to perform a specific task.  

 To know problems/tasks can be solved efficiently by decomposition. Use this to build programming solutions.  

 To know instructions need to be correctly sequenced to achieve specific objectives; know to break program into smaller parts.  

 To know that programs can be refined to improve both accuracy and efficiency. Revisit and refine existing programs.    

 To understand instruction sets can be grouped in procedures.  

 To understand that procedures can call other procedures.  

 To know that programming languages are needed to create games and simulations of real and virtual environments.  

 To understand automated devices can use sensors to respond to events or conditions and that these are inputs to the programs 

 To understand the programming process of carrying out commands depending on the answer to a question is known as selection.    
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 Use appropriate file-naming conventions and understandable folder structures to save, organise and retrieve their work. 

 To be aware that many online activities include chat facilities; use with care, protect identity; only talk to those they know. 

 To review and evaluate their work, discussing the choices they have made and checking for accuracy. 

 

Recurring Objectives 

To use appropriate file-naming conventions and understandable folder structures to save, organise and retrieve their work 

To be aware that many online simulations and games include chat facilities; use these with care, protecting their identity and only talking to those they know face-to-face from home or school. 

To review and evaluate their work, discussing the choices they have made and checking for accuracy 

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To understand that simulations provide environments which mimic 

situations in the real world. Share different simulations (for example a 

game, a graphic tool, an environment etc.), discuss the usefulness and/or 

limitations of each one. Investigate how simulations are used in the wider 

world to inform, explore, test and entertain etc 

To understand that simulations provide environments which mimic situations in the real world. Share different simulations (for 

example a game, a graphic tool, an environment etc.), discuss the usefulness and/or limitations of each one. Investigate how 

simulations are used in the wider world to inform, explore, test and entertain etc 

 

To understand that we use logical reasoning to understand the rules 

within simulations. Compare two simulations, reviewing the options and 

controls and making and testing predictions. Produce a record of their 

work 

To understand that we use logical reasoning to understand the rules within simulations. Compare two simulations, reviewing the 

options and controls and making and testing predictions. Produce a record of their work 

 

To understand that simulations are programmed to allow choices by the 

user to change the outcomes. Produce a diagram or flowchart of a simple 

simulation showing the controls/options and how these provide choices 

To understand that simulations are programmed to allow choices by the user to change the outcomes. Produce a diagram or 

flowchart of a simple simulation showing the controls/options and how these provide choices for the user 
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for the user 

To understand that we can use algorithms to design the steps of a process 

before writing computer programs.  Away from the computer, create 

algorithms for specific tasks (draw a 2D shape, put on a shoe, fill a water 

bottle etc.). As a class agree a set of program commands for a robot to 

carry out one task.  Use their algorithms to create programs in this 

“language”.  Test, debug and refine the programs. Review the original 

algorithm 

To understand that we can use algorithms to design the steps of a process before writing computer programs.  Away from the 

computer, create algorithms for specific tasks (draw a 2D shape, put on a shoe, fill a water bottle etc.). As a class agree a set of 

program commands for a robot to carry out one task.  Use their algorithms to create programs in this “language”.  Test, debug 

and refine the programs. Review the original algorithm 

 

To understand that a program is an instruction sequence written in a 

programming language designed to perform a specific task. Use physical 

devices and onscreen programming languages (such as Logo and/or 

Scratch) to carry out simple tasks (for example move round an object or 

draw a shape). Discuss the difference between these programming 

languages and their class one. Predict the outcome of simple programs in 

these languages and test their answers 

To understand that a program is an instruction sequence written in a programming language designed to perform a specific task. 

Use physical devices and onscreen programming languages (such as Logo and/or Scratch) to carry out simple tasks (for example 

move round an object or draw a shape). Discuss the difference between these programming languages and their class one. Predict 

the outcome of simple programs in these languages and test their answers 

 

To know that problems/tasks can be solved efficiently by decomposition 

(breaking them into smaller parts) and that this is central to good 

programming practice. Decompose a specific task, writing, testing and 

debugging each part before building up a solution. Apply this process to 

writing programs to accomplish specific goals using “human robots” as 
well as onscreen and physical devices 

To know that problems/tasks can be solved efficiently by decomposition (breaking them into smaller parts) and that this is 

central to good programming practice. Decompose a specific task, writing, testing and debugging each part before building up a 

solution. Apply this process to writing programs to accomplish specific goals using “human robots” as well as onscreen and 

physical devices 

 

To know that program instructions can be refined to improve both 

accuracy and efficiency of the program.  Revisit an existing program and 

refine it, including the repeat function where appropriate.  Use this 

understanding in new programming for example creating 2D shapes or 

letter shapes 

To know that program instructions can be refined to improve both accuracy and efficiency of the program.  Revisit an existing 

program and refine it, including the repeat function where appropriate.  Use this understanding in new programming for 

example creating 2D shapes or letter shapes 

To understand that sets of instructions to perform specific tasks can be 

grouped and saved in named procedures and that this improves efficiency 

and program design.  Create and use procedures in onscreen/physical 

programming 

To understand that sets of instructions to perform specific tasks can be grouped and saved in named procedures and that this 

improves efficiency and program design.  Create and use procedures in onscreen/physical programming 
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To understand that named procedures can be included within other sets 

of instructions, and that procedures can call other procedures.  Use this 

within such programming languages as Logo and Scratch, to produce 

various designs and onscreen patterns. Share how using procedures has 

improved the efficiency and design of the programs 

To understand that named procedures can be included within other sets of instructions, and that procedures can call other 

procedures.  Use this within such programming languages as Logo and Scratch, to produce various designs and onscreen 

patterns. Share how using procedures has improved the efficiency and design of the programs 

 

To know that programming languages are needed to create games and 

simulations of physical systems.  Link back to work on simulations, 

considering which programming commands might have been used in a 

particular simulation 

To know that programming languages are needed to create games and simulations of physical systems.  Link back to work on 

simulations, considering which programming commands might have been used in a particular simulation 

 

To understand that automated devices can use sensors to enable them to 

respond to events or conditions.  Investigate some examples. Identify the 

sensors, understanding that they act as inputs to the programs 

controlling the devices 

. To understand that automated devices can use sensors to enable them to respond to events or conditions.  Investigate some 

examples. Identify the sensors, understanding that they act as inputs to the programs controlling the devices 

 

To understand that the process, in programming, of carrying out 

commands depending on the answer to a question, is known as selection.   

As a class share a simple task that requires input from a sensor as part of 

selection process in a program. (For example a robot which provides 

different responses, such as shining different coloured lights, depending 

on the sound levels it detects).  Develop algorithms including selection, 

which will control the robot’s operation.  Test, debug and refine their 

algorithms.  Use this experience to consider the difference between input 

and output 

To understand that the process, in programming, of carrying out commands depending on the answer to a question, is known as 

selection.   As a class share a simple task that requires input from a sensor as part of selection process in a program. (For example 

a robot which provides different responses, such as shining different coloured lights, depending on the sound levels it detects).  

Develop algorithms including selection, which will control the robot’s operation.  Test, debug and refine their algorithms.  Use 

this experience to consider the difference between input and output 

 

Independent task (2-3 sessions) enabling the children to demonstrate their computing capability around the knowledge and understanding provided in the term 

o Design an algorithm for an onscreen programming task (for example a pattern or design), which includes repeat functions and ideally procedures. 

o Use an onscreen programming language to write the program. 

o Test, debug and refine their program considering how to improve its efficiency  

o Predict the outcome of a program produced by another pupil 

o Evaluate their completed task including noting where they used decomposition to support the design of the task 
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Other considerations: 

• Does the task provide for children to work at different levels? 

• Is there support available for children to select if they wish?   

• Are there opportunities for the children to review and develop their work?  

• Is there an opportunity for the children to evaluate the finished task? 

 

 

A4 Building Blocks for Programming & Games (eWorlds) 

 I can analyse simulations beginning to demonstrate understanding of the rules and structures 

 I can design, test, debug and refine algorithms and programs to solve problems 

 I can build precision and clarity in algorithms, knowing this supports program design   

 I can check their algorithms and program for precision and unambiguity  

 I always decompose a task before planning an algorithm or program 

 I can include sequence, repetition and selection in their algorithms and programs  

 I can design, test, debug and refine programs to control human robots and onscreen/physical devices 

 I can use logical reasoning to predict outcomes in programs and detect errors 

 I understand selection in relation to using sensor inputs in an algorithm or program 

 I can consistently use technology safely and responsibly; encourage safe use by others  

 I can consider how automated systems at home and school; might be  programmed 
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Manor Primary School 

Computing Year 5 

Data Matters (Digital Research & Info…Info…) 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will investigate the concept of “big data” sharing its application in the world for such areas as meteorology, mapping, traffic flow, etc.  They review how data and information are stored 

and searched on computer networks. They use search operators and linked queries to obtain research results efficiently.  They investigate their digital footprints and discuss ways of using online tools 

responsibly, securely and safely. They design, create and search flat-file databases, producing reports from the data and considering accuracy and efficiency 

Core Aims  

To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

To make links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both 

natural and artificial systems.  

To ensure pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems 

work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

To equip pupils are use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  

To ensure that pupils become digitally literate  

To be able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and 

communication technology at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

Pupils should be taught  

 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or 

simulating 

 physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms 

of input 

 and output 

 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and 

correct errors 

 in algorithms and programs 

National Curriculum Guidance 

2.iii  Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs  

2.iv  Understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide multiple services, such as the world wide web; and the opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration  

2.v  Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content  

2.vi  Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, 

including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information  

2.vii  Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact 

Expectations 
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 To investigate “big data” is used in our world. Share examples and discuss the positive and negative aspects.  

 To understand that data and information are digitised by computer systems. Review the difference between information and data. 

 To consider how data is searched on the worldwide web. Analyse results from search engines discussing influencing factors.  

 To understand we can improve accuracy and efficiency of digital searching using search operators.   

 To understand that internet activity leaves a permanent trail / digital footprint. Share eSafe ways to reduce digital footprints.  

 To understand that databases provide a way to store, organise, retrieve and analyse sets of data.  Consider their uses.  

 To understand that the structure of a database determines the queries it can be used to answer.  Review database structures and use query tools. Compare with internet search engines. 

 To understand graphing tools can present different views of data and can support hypothesis testing of as well as show data errors.  

 To understand the stages in database development.  Design, test and review a database to answer specific queries.   

 To organise their work confidently in agreed locations, using appropriate file-naming conventions and folder structures.   

 To save drafts of their work and use these to support critical review in which they evaluate and improve their work.   

 To Identify ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

 To understand need to keep electronic/other data secure; protect personal information online; encourage eSafe practice in others. 

 

 

Recurring Objectives 

To organise their work confidently in agreed locations, using appropriate file-naming conventions and folder structures 

To save drafts of their work and use these to support critical review in which they evaluate and improve their work.   

To Identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact 

To understand the need to keep electronic and other data secure and protect personal information when entering data online and to encourage eSafe practice in others 

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To investigate how “big data” is used in our world. Consider that many 

organisations collect and analyse data for different reasons including 

predicting future trends, for public information, for commercial gain etc. 

Share examples such as meteorology, travel, traffic, diet, health, shopping etc.  

Discuss positive and negative aspects of “big data”. Collect some “big data” 

To investigate how “big data” is used in our world. Consider that many organisations collect and analyse data for different 

reasons including predicting future trends, for public information, for commercial gain etc. Share examples such as 

meteorology, travel, traffic, diet, health, shopping etc.  Discuss positive and negative aspects of “big data”. Collect some “big 

data” relevant to their class or school (for example attendance, healthy food, travel to school etc.) 
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relevant to their class or school (for example attendance, healthy food, travel 

to school etc.) 

 

To understand that data and information are digitised by computer systems 

(changed into numbers) for efficient storage, retrieval and processing. Review 

the difference between information and data (i.e. we derive information by 

processing, organising, structuring or presenting data). Share examples in 

their own work of producing information from data 

 

To understand that data and information are digitised by computer systems (changed into numbers) for efficient storage, 

retrieval and processing. Review the difference between information and data (i.e. we derive information by processing, 

organising, structuring or presenting data). Share examples in their own work of producing information from data 

 

To consider how data is searched on the World Wide Web. Use an 

unplugged activity to clarify how search engines work, including how their 

response is improved by using web crawler programs with very efficient 

algorithms to index each web page and its key words.  Use search engines 

and analyse the results. Discuss factors (commercial, political, ideological 

etc.) which influence why information is posted on the web and how it is 

ranked by search engines 

 

To consider how data is searched on the World Wide Web. Use an unplugged activity to clarify how search engines work, 

including how their response is improved by using web crawler programs with very efficient algorithms to index each web 

page and its key words.  Use search engines and analyse the results. Discuss factors (commercial, political, ideological etc.) 

which influence why information is posted on the web and how it is ranked by search engines 

 

To understand that we can use tools to improve the accuracy and efficiency 

of our digital searching. Use an unplugged activity to explore search 

operators, such as equal to or greater than (=>) and equal to or less than (=< 

) and linked searches using AND, OR, NOT.  Apply these approaches in 

digital searching using advanced search engines 

 

To understand that we can use tools to improve the accuracy and efficiency of our digital searching. Use an unplugged 

activity to explore search operators, such as equal to or greater than (=>) and equal to or less than (=< ) and linked searches 

using AND, OR, NOT.  Apply these approaches in digital searching using advanced search engines 

 

To understand that any internet activity leaves a permanent trail, a “digital 

footprint”.   Share the search history of computer and understand that 

deleting the history does not delete the digital footprint. Review their own 

digital footprints, (for example build a list over a week of sites visited, 

uploads, downloads, comments etc.)  Consider whether they would share 

their digital footprints with everyone they know. Talk about eSafe ways to 

reduce our digital footprints 

To understand that any internet activity leaves a permanent trail, a “digital footprint”.   Share the search history of computer 

and understand that deleting the history does not delete the digital footprint. Review their own digital footprints, (for 

example build a list over a week of sites visited, uploads, downloads, comments etc.)  Consider whether they would share 

their digital footprints with everyone they know. Talk about eSafe ways to reduce our digital footprints 
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To understand that databases provide a way to store, organise, retrieve and 

analyse sets of data.  Consider the use of databases in our lives, in for 

example online purchasing, organising/playing music etc. Review online 

surveys, considering why they are used and what is done with the data 

collected. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of databases 

 

To understand that databases provide a way to store, organise, retrieve and analyse sets of data.  Consider the use of 

databases in our lives, in for example online purchasing, organising/playing music etc. Review online surveys, considering 

why they are used and what is done with the data collected. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of databases 

 

To understand that the structure of a database determines the queries it can 

be used to answer.  Review the structure of example databases (fields, field 

types etc.) and consider the queries which each could answer. Use the tools 

within the database software to carry out research. Compare these tools to 

those used by advanced internet search engines 

To understand that the structure of a database determines the queries it can be used to answer.  Review the structure of 

example databases (fields, field types etc.) and consider the queries which each could answer. Use the tools within the 

database software to carry out research. Compare these tools to those used by advanced internet search engines 

To understand that graphing tools can present different views of data and 

can support the testing of hypotheses as well as show errors in data. Create 

graphs from database queries to test hypotheses and to track errors. 

To understand that graphing tools can present different views of data and can support the testing of hypotheses as well as 

show errors in data. Create graphs from database queries to test hypotheses and to track errors. 

To understand the stages in database development.  In groups, design a 

database to answer specific queries: 

1. set up the file structure (include different field types i.e. 

numbers, choices, words and pictures, etc.) 

2. collect data electronically (possibly using survey tools) 

3. test data entry  

review the database design, sharing the strategies used to improve data 

accuracy (for example, specifying appropriate field types and lengths and 

using choices or lists, units of measurement etc.)   

 

To understand the stages in database development.  In groups, design a database to answer specific queries: 

4. set up the file structure (include different field types i.e. numbers, choices, words and pictures, etc.) 

5. collect data electronically (possibly using survey tools) 

6. test data entry  

review the database design, sharing the strategies used to improve data accuracy (for example, specifying appropriate field 

types and lengths and using choices or lists, units of measurement etc.)   

 

Independent task (2-3 sessions) enabling the children to demonstrate their computing capability around the knowledge and understanding provided in the term 

Independently: 

o Produce a digital resource, selecting software and combining different digital content in an appropriate format to inform younger pupils about an aspect of the online world and encourage eSafe practice (for example effective 

searching, reducing digital footprints, using online spaces safely, “big data”, databases in the world etc.) 
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o Present their resource, explaining how they ensured their own research and practice was safe and appropriate. Evaluate. 

 

Other considerations: 

• Does the task provide for children to work at different levels? 

• Is there support available for children to select if they wish?   

• Are there opportunities for the children to ensure their work is safe and responsible, following the school’s eSafety rules? 

• Are there opportunities for the children to review and develop their work?  

• Is there an opportunity for the children to evaluate the finished task?  

 

 

A5 Building Blocks for Data Matters (Digital Research & Info…Info…) 
 

 I  understand we can save work in online spaces but that are different from the school network  

 I can save and organise work on and offline appropriately 

 I show understanding of how we can derive information from data 

 I know data is analysed to provide information about us and that this can be positive or negative 

 I can explain in simple terms how a search engine retrieves data 

 I can use search operators and linked searches effectively to locate required information 

 I know how their digital footprint is created 

 I can construct different types of question; use to structure a database 

 I can use databases to organise, refine analyse data 

 I can present answers/conclusions in suitable formats, support by appropriate graphs; 

 I can understand how to identify and correct inaccurate/implausible data in a database 

 I can recognise acceptable and unacceptable behaviour on- and off-line  

 I can identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact on the internet 
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Manor Primary School 

Computing Year 6 

Staying Connected  (Strand Digital Research & Digital Communication) 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will use blogs for collaborative projects in school, uploading different types of digital content, while checking copyright and crediting sources.  They work as a class to build a wiki 

around a class topic, taking editorial responsibility for their work. They know the school’s eSafety rules and encourage other children to keep safe online. 

 

Core Aims  

To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

To make links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both 

natural and artificial systems.  

To ensure pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems 

work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

To equip pupils are use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  

To ensure that pupils become digitally literate  

To be able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and 

communication technology at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

Pupils should be taught  

 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or 

simulating 

 physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms 

of input 

 and output 

 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and 

correct errors 

 in algorithms and programs 

National Curriculum Guidance 

2.iv  Understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide multiple services, such as the world wide web; and the opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration  

2.v  Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content  

2.vi  Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, 

including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information  

2.vii  Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

Expectations 

 To analyse and evaluate online digital communication and collaboration tools, understanding how they are used in our lives.  

 To be safe, respectful and responsible users of online technologies. Review eSafe approaches to using such spaces.  

 To understand that personal information is shared online without the owners being aware that they have given permission.  
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 To understand the need to organise/adjust language/style of digital communications, according to context, audience, technology.  

 To understand a blog is an online space, created by an individual, with regular entries and providing opportunities for comment.   

 To understand how blogs can support learning and sharing of ideas and may include a range of media.  Create and comment.  

 To understand that there are complex copyright rules for digital resources such as word-based texts, images, sound and film.   

 To understand a wiki is a tool for organising collaborative, validating and expanding shared information.   

 To know that information can vary in accuracy, bias and viewpoint, and be unhelpful, irrelevant and misleading.  

 To organise their work confidently in agreed locations, using appropriate file-naming conventions and folder structures.   

 To understand and use security settings and features offered in online environments, to protect privacy and safety.   

 To understand all online users have the right to be respected.  Obtain permission before using/sharing online materials.  

 To evaluate the effectiveness, risks and benefits of digital communication and collaboration tools used at home and school.  

 To identify ways to report concerns about content and contact.   

 To be proactive in keeping electronic/other data secure, protecting personal information online and encouraging others to be eSafe.  

 

 

 

 

Recurring Objectives 

To organise their work confidently in agreed locations, using appropriate file-naming conventions and folder structures. 

To understand and use security settings and features offered in online environments, including blogs and wikis, to protect privacy and safety.   

To understand that all users of online environments have the right to be respected.  Demonstrate that they have obtained permission before using or sharing online material belonging to or involving others. 

To evaluate the effectiveness, risks and benefits of different digital communication and collaboration tools used at home and in school. 

To Identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

To be proactive in keeping electronic and other data secure and protecting personal information when entering data online.  Use their understanding to encourage eSafe practice in others 

 

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To analyse and evaluate a range of online digital communication and 

collaboration tools, understanding how these are used in everyday life to 

To analyse and evaluate a range of online digital communication and collaboration tools, understanding how these are used 

in everyday life to inform and persuade.  Share some entries in different online spaces including wikis, blogs, microblogs, 
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inform and persuade.  Share some entries in different online spaces including 

wikis, blogs, microblogs, video/image sharing sites etc. considering how 

appropriate the entries are and whether the author/s demonstrate respect for 

ownership, copyright and personal eSafety. 

 

video/image sharing sites etc. considering how appropriate the entries are and whether the author/s demonstrate respect for 

ownership, copyright and personal eSafety. 

 

To be safe, respectful and responsible users of online technologies. Review 

eSafe approaches to using such spaces.  For example for specific sites: 

 Read the terms and conditions including restrictions for age before 

signing up to the site 

 Investigate the copyright conditions for materials on the site etc. 

 Investigate any options for safe use including privacy settings 

Consider whether the site has a Report Abuse facility and discuss when and 

why we would use this. 

To be safe, respectful and responsible users of online technologies. Review eSafe approaches to using such spaces.  For 

example for specific sites: 

 Read the terms and conditions including restrictions for age before signing up to the site 

 Investigate the copyright conditions for materials on the site etc. 

 Investigate any options for safe use including privacy settings 

Consider whether the site has a Report Abuse facility and discuss when and why we would use this. 

To understand that a huge amount of personal information is shared online 

without the owners being aware that they have given permission.  Consider 

what information they might be prepared to share and with whom they 

would be prepared to share it. Role play different scenarios, discussing what 

personal information should be divulged and why 

To understand that a huge amount of personal information is shared online without the owners being aware that they have 

given permission.  Consider what information they might be prepared to share and with whom they would be prepared to 

share it. Role play different scenarios, discussing what personal information should be divulged and why 

To understand the need to organise and adjust the language and style of 

digital communications, according to the formality of the context, the needs 

of their audience and the technology being used. Review the language and 

style used in a range of digital communication and collaboration tools. 

To understand the need to organise and adjust the language and style of digital communications, according to the formality 

of the context, the needs of their audience and the technology being used. Review the language and style used in a range of 

digital communication and collaboration tools. 

To understand that a blog is an online space, created by an individual, 

consisting of regular entries, (diaries, descriptions of events, thoughts and 

opinions etc.) and providing an opportunity for readers to comment.  

Explore a range of blogs, considering their effectiveness as communication 

and sharing tools 

To understand that a blog is an online space, created by an individual, consisting of regular entries, (diaries, descriptions of 

events, thoughts and opinions etc.) and providing an opportunity for readers to comment.  Explore a range of blogs, 

considering their effectiveness as communication and sharing tools 

To understand how blogs can support learning and sharing of ideas and may 

include a range of different media (sound clips, film, image etc.). Create a 

To understand how blogs can support learning and sharing of ideas and may include a range of different media (sound clips, 

film, image etc.). Create a blog linked to their learning and include different media as appropriate.  Respond to comments 
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blog linked to their learning and include different media as appropriate.  

Respond to comments about their blog and post comments on blogs created 

by their peers.  Add categories and tags to their blogs 

about their blog and post comments on blogs created by their peers.  Add categories and tags to their blogs 

To understand that there are complex copyright rules for digital resources 

such as word-based texts, images, sound and film.  As a class, investigate the 

copyright rules for frequently-used online resources. Independently review 

their blogs in the light of copyright rules 

To understand that there are complex copyright rules for digital resources such as word-based texts, images, sound and film.  

As a class, investigate the copyright rules for frequently-used online resources. Independently review their blogs in the light of 

copyright rules 

To understand that a wiki is a tool for organising collaborative information 

and provides a way of validating and expanding shared knowledge.  Use an 

established wiki to research information; edit and repurpose the information 

they find to make it their own, respecting copyright. 

To understand that a wiki is a tool for organising collaborative information and provides a way of validating and expanding 

shared knowledge.  Use an established wiki to research information; edit and repurpose the information they find to make it 

their own, respecting copyright. 

To know that information can vary in accuracy, bias and viewpoint and may 

be unhelpful, irrelevant or misleading. Research information for a class wiki, 

taking steps to ensure contributions are as accurate, unbiased and relevant as 

possible. Add the resulting information to the wiki 

To know that information can vary in accuracy, bias and viewpoint and may be unhelpful, irrelevant or misleading. Research 

information for a class wiki, taking steps to ensure contributions are as accurate, unbiased and relevant as possible. Add the 

resulting information to the wiki 

Independent task (2-3 sessions) enabling the children to demonstrate their computing capability around the knowledge and understanding provided in the term 

o As a class, identify a topic or focus for a class wiki. 

o Individually create a page for the class wiki, using an appropriate style, format and content for the target audience. 

o Explain the steps taken to ensure that contributions are accurate, unbiased, relevant and respectful of copyright 

 

Other considerations: 

• Does the task provide for children to work at different levels? 

• Is there support available for children to select if they wish?   

• Are there opportunities for the children to ensure their work is safe and responsible, following the school’s eSafety rules? 

• Are there opportunities for the children to review and develop their work?  

• Is there an opportunity for the children to evaluate the finished task? 

 

 

A6 Building Blocks for Staying Connected  (Strand Digital Research & Digital Communication) 
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 I can critically evaluate the impact on audiences and participants of different digital communication technologies  

 I can apply the school eSafety rules consistently including those for appropriate use, personal data and data protection;  

 I always demonstrate good behaviour when using technology; promote safe practice in others 

 I can select/use appropriate digital tools for online research  

 I ensure the information they contribute to online spaces is high quality, accurate, unbiased, relevant and truthful 

 I can organise and adjust language/ and style of their communications, for the context, audience needs and the technology used 

 I can critically evaluate the effectiveness of their work; identify and implement improvements / refinements 

   I can save and organise their work appropriately and efficiently, both on and offline 

 I can discuss advantages/disadvantages of using technology to communicate and collaborate in and out of school 

 

 

 

 

 


